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Where to invest in Russia or abroad?
Where to invest in Russia or abroad This question often confronts any person wishing to invest their
savings. Someone is not planning to withdraw money abroad, believing that it requires a very large
amount. Someone thinks it is too dangerous or too complicated because you will have to invest in a
foreign country. Others on the contrary try to quickly send everything abroad because I think that it is
safer to keep the capital abroad. Another reason for the withdrawal of funds outside Russia can be
believed that ﬁnancial institutions in our country are underdeveloped. So where better to invest
Before answering this question I propose to consider the pros and cons of which carries a investing in
Russia and abroad. INVESTING IN RUSSIA PROS it requires a small initial amount To create your
investment portfolio of Russian instruments with sums in the tens of hundreds of thousands of rubles.
For that amount you can buy mutual funds of ETFs which are traded on the Moscow stock exchange of
stocks or bonds. relatively simple procedure of investment To purchase units of the mutual Fund or to
open an account with a Russian broker to purchase ETF shares or bonds simply. You should contact
the oﬃce of the management company of the mutual Fund or ﬁnancial institution that sells shares of
mutual Funds or broker giving access to the Russian stock exchanges and to execute all required
documents. Thus more and more brokers and management companies provide services for remote
opening of accounts. Additionally, the communication with representatives of the management
company or broker will be in Russian. Another issue is that it is important not to make a mistake or
the choice of the mutual Fund ETF or other securities for the investment portfolio or the choice of
broker for transactions on Russian exchanges. it is possible to make the portfolio both from Russian
and from foreign assets To date, there are mutual Funds investing in foreign securities and in foreign
stock funds bonds and real estate. Also on the Moscow exchange traded ETF investing in shares of
companies of diﬀerent countries of the world USA Germany UK Japan China Russia in us bonds and
into gold. Thus, if desired, out of all these tools, you can create your investment portfolio is
distributed over diﬀerent countries and assets. no complications with tax issues In most cases,
although not always with the investment of money in tools are available in our country, the Russian
investor will not have to ﬁle a tax return and to calculate and pay personal income tax on proﬁts. All
this for the investor will make
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